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• Login

• Facebook or username

• Join discussion or not

• Social media likes visible

• Expert judgements

• Vsisible profiles of other members

� Social visibility



Research questions

� Does the way how social network pages are designed 
affects environmental intentions?

� And how does this mechanism work?



Foodlog

� Foodlog is a social network site on which individuals with different 

backgrounds (consumers & specialists) share information and opinions 

regarding food. 
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Theory

� Information is always framed

�Adaptions in choice architecture might affect social 
visibility� the same information subsequently 
differently interpreted



How? 3 possibilities

� Social identification = extent to which one perceives him or 

herself in terms of the group of which he or she is a member 

(Mael & Ashforth, 1992; Tajfel, 1982). 

� Public commitment= publicly commit to a certain behavior, 

which results in adherence to reach this commitment (long-term 

behavior change; Lokhorst et al., 2013).

� Emotions= Individuals aim to feel good, and therefore strive to 

reach positive or avoid negative emotions (Bagozzi et al., 

2003;  Baumeister et al., 2007; Zeelenberg et al., 2008). 



Foodlog

1. login

2. respond



Experiment

� Fictive website in which respondents 
see a Food Discussion website regarding         
sustainable consumption
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What can we learn from this?

� Information can have different effects on consumers 
dependent from the used media channel

� Small adaptions in the set-up of a website can change 
the way how information is used

� It is important to understand what is specifically 
happening to use this mechanisms most effectively.

● Emotions form the underlying mechanism

� When providing environmental information, make 
sure that a social media platform evokes positives 
emotions



Thank you!

Questions?

Marleen.onwezen@wur.nl


